READ BEFORE USING!!

How to use the photo processing chemicals auto mixer
How to refill photo processing chemicals

1. Only fill concentrate chemicals when low level light comes on.
2. Only fill the chemical that has the low level light, **not both**.
3. Use safety glasses and gloves!
4. Only use 1 container (includes Part A and Part B) of concentrate chemicals. Machine will dilute concentrate with water. Using more concentrate wastes chemical and **will cause the machine to overflow**, creating a sewer violations.
Chemical Storage

1. Store all chemical materials and waste in secondary containment.

2. All containers must be labeled.

3. Put cap tightly on empty container. Clear up any spills/drips with paper towels and place paper towels in garbage.

4. No spent fixer to sanitary sewer.

5. Empty containers (no drips) can be disposed of to the trash.
** Report any mixer malfunctions or discharges from overflow tube from mixer unit into floor drain to:

Building Manager (Insert Name)

(650) XXX-XXXX